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Updated to clarify that the ban applies to passenger vehicles. 

Estonia has banned passenger vehicles with Russian license plates from entering the country,
authorities in the Baltic nation announced Wednesday amid heated debates over an EU
directive on sanctions enforcement.

“Starting from today… Estonia will deny entry to all Russian registered vehicles,” Estonian
Foreign Minister Margus Tsahkna said on X, formerly Twitter.

Estonia’s Interior Minister Lauri Laanemets said the decision followed European Commission
clarifications on sanctions compliance that drew accusations of “racism” and calls from
Russian officials to suspend diplomatic relations with the European Union. 

The head of Estonia's customs agency Ants Kutti said buses and motorcycles would be exempt
from the ban, which he noted only applies to "passenger vehicles with a capacity of up to nine
people," Russia's state-run RIA Novosti news agency reported later Wednesday.

https://twitter.com/Tsahkna/status/1701849288014250075
https://news.err.ee/1609098554/estonia-s-russian-car-entry-ban-in-effect-from-10-am-wednesday
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2023/09/11/moscow-slams-racist-eu-ban-on-russians-private-cars-a82422
https://ria.ru/20230913/estoniya-1896092616.html


Related article: Moscow Slams ‘Racist’ EU Ban on Russians’ Private Cars

Foreign Minister Laanemets suggested that the other two Baltic states — Latvia and
Lithuania — could soon enact their own entry bans on Russian vehicles.

“We found in consultation with Latvian and Lithuanian authorities that restrictions are most
effective when jointly enforcing sanctions,” Laanemets said, according to the Estonian
broadcaster ERR.

In a Sept. 8 explanatory note, the European Commission said that existing regulations banned
the purchase, import or transfer of goods originating in Russia. 

After Russian media suggested that EU countries would now be able to confiscate a range of
personal belongings — including clothes, jewelry and electronics — from Russians, a
European Commission spokesperson indicated that sanctions compliance would specifically
target cars.

Laanemets said he planned to raise the issue of Russian cars inside Estonia at Thursday’s
cabinet session, according to the regional news outlet Delfi.

Estonia is a former Soviet republic and current member of both the EU and the U.S.-led NATO
military alliance that shares a 300-kilometer border with Russia.

The Baltic nation has been a staunch supporter of Ukraine during Russia’s nearly 19-month
invasion and is among the countries that have pushed for a harder line against Moscow.
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